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(54) COMPENSATION METHOD FOR WIND EFFECTS UPON RESIDUE DISTRIBUTION

(57) A combine including a feeder housing for receiv-
ing harvested crop, a separating system for threshing the
harvested crop to produce grain and residue, a residue
spreader wheel spinning at a speed for expelling the res-
idue from the combine, a residue deflector positioned at
an angle for deflecting the expelled residue in a prede-
termined direction, and a controller. The controller is con-

figured to determine a heading of the combine, determine
wind effects on the expelled residue based on an obser-
vation of the expelled residue at the determined heading,
and adjust at least one of the speed of the residue spread-
er wheel or the angle of the residue deflector based on
the wind effects to achieve a desired residue spread at
the determined heading.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to a combine that deter-
mines wind effects by observing residue spread on the
ground, and then adjusts operational parameters of the
residue spreading system accordingly.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Harvesters (e.g. combines) are used to harvest
crops. Operations performed by these combines include
threshing and separating grain from crop residue which
is then expelled from the combine by a residue spreader.
Operators set residue spreader parameters to achieve a
desired spread. However, wind typically alters the spread
which may not be desirable to the operator.

SUMMARY

[0003] An embodiment includes a combine comprising
a feeder housing for receiving harvested crop, a sepa-
rating system for threshing the harvested crop to produce
grain and residue, a residue spreader wheel spinning at
a speed for expelling the residue from the combine, a
residue deflector positioned at an angle for deflecting the
expelled residue in a predetermined direction, and a con-
troller. The controller is configured to determine a head-
ing of the combine, determine wind effects on the ex-
pelled residue based on an observation of the expelled
residue at the determined heading, and adjust at least
one of the speed of the residue spreader wheel or the
angle of the residue deflector based on the wind effects
to achieve a desired residue spread at the determined
heading.
[0004] An embodiment includes a method for control-
ling a combine including a feeder housing for receiving
harvested crop, separating system for threshing the har-
vested crop to produce grain and residue, a residue
spreader wheel spinning at a speed for expelling the res-
idue from the combine, a residue deflector positioned at
an angle for deflecting the expelled residue in a direction,
and a controller. The method comprising determining, by
the controller, a heading of the combine, determining, by
the controller, wind effects on the expelled residue based
on an observation of the expelled residue at the deter-
mined heading, and adjusting, by the controller, at least
one of the speed of the residue spreader wheel or the
angle of the residue deflector based on the wind effects
to achieve a desired residue spread at the determined
heading.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0005]

FIG. 1A is a side view of a combine, according to an

embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 1B is a section view of a combine residue sys-
tem, according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 1C is a section view of the residue spreader,
according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2 is a typical path traversed by the combine
during harvesting, according to an embodiment of
the invention.

FIG. 3 is a system view of network based communi-
cation between the combine controller, a remote per-
sonal computer and a server, according to an em-
bodiment of the invention.

FIG. 4 is an illustration of a user interface for moni-
toring and controlling the combine, according to an
embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5A is a flowchart of steps for controlling spread-
er parameters based on determined wind effects,
according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5B is a flowchart of steps for controlling spread-
er parameters based on determined wind effects,
according to an embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] Aspects of the invention provide methods and
systems for operating a combine to automatically com-
pute a fire risk based on various factors, and indicate this
fire risk to the operator of the combine.
[0007] The terms "grain," "straw," and "tailings" are
used principally throughout this specification for conven-
ience but it is to be understood that these terms are not
intended to be limiting. Thus "grain" refers to that part of
the crop material which is threshed and separated from
the discardable part of the crop material, which is referred
to as non-grain crop material, material other than grain
(MOG) or straw. Incompletely threshed crop material is
referred to as "tailings." Also the terms "forward," "rear-
ward," "left," and "right", when used in connection with
the agricultural harvester (e.g. combine) and/or compo-
nents thereof are usually determined with reference to
the direction of forward operative travel of the combine,
but again, they should not be construed as limiting. The
terms "longitudinal" and "transverse" are determined with
reference to the fore-and-aft direction of the agricultural
combine and are equally not to be construed as limiting.
[0008] Referring now to the drawings, and more par-
ticularly to FIG. 1A, there is shown one embodiment of
an agricultural harvester in the form of a combine 10,
which generally includes a chassis 12, ground engaging
wheels 14 and 16, a header 18, a feeder housing 20, an
operator cab 22, a threshing and separating system 24,
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a cleaning system 26, a grain tank 28, and an unloading
auger 30.
[0009] Front wheels 14 are larger flotation type wheels,
and rear wheels 16 are smaller steerable wheels. Motive
force is selectively applied to front wheels 14 through a
power plant in the form of a diesel engine 32 and a trans-
mission (not shown). Although combine 10 is shown as
including wheels, is also to be understood that combine
10 may include tracks, such as full tracks or half-tracks.
[0010] Header 18 is mounted to the front of combine
10 and includes a cutter bar 34 for severing crops from
a field during forward motion of combine 10. A rotatable
reel 36 feeds the crop into header 18, and a double auger
38 feeds the severed crop laterally inwardly from each
side toward feeder housing 20. Feeder housing 20 con-
veys the cut crop to threshing and separating system 24,
and is selectively vertically movable using appropriate
actuators, such as hydraulic cylinders (not shown).
[0011] Threshing and separating system 24 is of the
axial-flow type, and generally includes a rotor 40 at least
partially enclosed by and rotatable within a correspond-
ing perforated concave 42. The cut crops are threshed
and separated by the rotation of rotor 40 within concave
42, and larger elements, such as stalks, leaves and the
like are discharged from the rear of combine 10. Smaller
elements of crop material including grain and non-grain
crop material, including particles lighter than grain, such
as chaff, dust and straw, are discharged through perfo-
rations of concave 42.
[0012] Grain which has been separated by the thresh-
ing and separating assembly 24 falls onto a grain pan 44
and is conveyed toward cleaning system 26. Cleaning
system 26 may include an optional pre-cleaning sieve
46, an upper sieve 48 (also known as a chaffer sieve), a
lower sieve 50 (also known as a cleaning sieve), and a
cleaning fan 52. Grain on sieves 46, 48 and 50 is sub-
jected to a cleaning action by fan 52 which provides an
airflow through the sieves to remove chaff and other im-
purities such as dust from the grain by making this ma-
terial airborne for discharge from straw hood 54 of com-
bine 10. Grain pan 44 and pre-cleaning sieve 46 oscillate
in a fore-to-aft manner to transport the grain and finer
non-grain crop material to the upper surface of upper
sieve 48. Upper sieve 48 and lower sieve 50 are vertically
arranged relative to each other, and likewise oscillate in
a fore-to-aft manner to spread the grain across sieves
48, 50, while permitting the passage of cleaned grain by
gravity through the openings of sieves 48, 50.
[0013] Clean grain falls to a clean grain auger 56 po-
sitioned crosswise below and in front of lower sieve 50.
Clean grain auger 56 receives clean grain from each
sieve 48, 50 and from bottom pan 58 of cleaning system
26. Clean grain auger 56 conveys the clean grain laterally
to a generally vertically arranged grain elevator 60 for
transport to grain tank 28. Tailings from cleaning system
26 fall to a tailings auger trough 62. The tailings are trans-
ported via tailings auger 64 and return auger 66 to the
upstream end of cleaning system 26 for repeated clean-

ing action. A pair of grain tank augers 68 at the bottom
of grain tank 28 convey the clean grain laterally within
grain tank 28 to unloading auger 30 for discharge from
combine 10.
[0014] The non-grain crop material proceeds through
a residue handling system 70. Residue handling system
70 includes a chopper, a chopper pan, counter knives, a
windrow door and a residue spreader. When combine 10
operating in the chopping and spreading mode, the chop-
per is set to a relatively high speed (e.g. 3,000 RPM), the
counter knives may be engaged, the windrow door is
closed and the residue spreader is running (e.g. rotating).
This causes the non-grain crop material to be chopped
in to pieces of approximately 6 inches or less and spread
on the ground, via path 112B as shown in FIG. 1B, in a
fairly uniform manner. In contrast, when combine 10 is
operating in the windrow mode, the chopper is at a rela-
tively low speed (e.g. 800 RPM), the counter knives are
disengaged and the windrow door is open. The residue
spreader may continue operation to spread only the
chaff, with the crop material passing, via path 112A as
shown in FIG. 1B, through the passageway created by
the open windrow door.
[0015] For sake of clarity, details of residue system 70
are also shown in FIG. 1B. For example, as shown in
FIG. 1B, residue system 70 includes a windrow door 104,
a spreader chute 106, a windrow chute 108, spreader
wheel system 110, spreader deflectors (not shown),
chopper 114 and chopper pan 116.
[0016] Although not shown in FIG. 1B, windrow door
104, spreader wheel system 110, spreader deflectors,
and chopper 114 are electrically connected to a controller
(e.g. programmable logic controller, micro-controller,
etc.) located in the combine. The controller is program-
mable by the operator of the combine through a user (e.g.
operator) interface, or through a remote computer (see
Fig. 3). The operator, for example, enters commands
through the user interface. In response to these com-
mands, the controller sends control signals to the various
actuators of residue handling system 70.
[0017] As mentioned above, residue handling system
70 spreads the chopped up residue via path 112B as
shown in FIG. 1B. Further details of the spreader wheel
system and spreader deflectors are shown in FIG. 1C.
Spreader wheel system 110 is shown to include driver-
side spreader wheel 120, passenger-side spreader
wheel 122, optional divider 124, driver-side deflector 126,
and passenger-side deflector 128. In general, spreader
wheels 120 and 122 rotate at a predetermined speed
ejecting residue from the combine via paths 118A and
118B respectively which are affected by both the speeds
(RPM1, RPM2) of wheels 120 and 122, and the angles
(θ1, θ2) of deflectors 126 and 128. This allows the com-
bine to control the speed and angle at which the residue
is ejected from the residue system. These variables
(wheel speeds and deflector angles) are controlled to
produce a desirable (e.g. uniform) residue spread on the
ground as harvesting is performed.
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[0018] The pathways shown in FIG. 2 are typical for a
plot of land 202 that is to be harvested. Typically, as har-
vesting is performed, the combine may employ residue
system 70 to perform spreading and/or windrowing of the
harvested crops at different locations of the field. For ex-
ample, the combine may start performing spreading
along path 204. Once the combine reaches point 208, a
turn is made and spreading is performed along path 206.
Once the combine reaches point 210, a turn is made and
spreading is performed along path 212. Finally, once the
combine reaches point 214, a turn is made and windrow-
ing is performed in a zig-zag pattern along path 216.
[0019] In the spreading zones (e.g. while traveling the
pathways shown in FIG. 2), the combine controls the
wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles in
the residue system to achieve a desirable residue
spread. These variables may initially be set manually by
the combine operator, or they may initially be set by the
combine controller. When setting these variables manu-
ally, the operator may use a number of factors including
but not limited to their experience, combine heading, crop
type, and weather forecasts (e.g. wind speed/direction).
When setting these variables automatically, the combine
controller may use a number of factors including but not
limited to past results, combine heading, crop type and
weather forecasts (e.g. wind speed/direction).
[0020] Once the wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector
126, 128 angles are initially set, the combine monitors
its heading and automatically adjusts the wheel 120, 122
speeds and deflector 126, 128 based on observable out-
put of the spreader. For example, in the manual adjust-
ment scenario, the initial wheel 120, 122 speeds and de-
flector 126, 128 angles are set either using predeter-
mined values or based on operator experience. The op-
erator may take wind forecast, heading and the type of
crop into consideration when making this decision. Once
harvesting begins, the operator is able to visually observe
the residue spread. If the residue spread is desirable, the
operator can simply continue harvesting. As the heading
of the combine changes, the controller automatically ad-
justs the spreader wheel 120, 122 speeds and/or the de-
flector 126, 128 angles due to theoretical wind effects
(e.g. wind forecast).
[0021] For example, with reference to FIG. 1C, if the
combine is initially traveling on a northbound heading
with a wind coming out of the east (e.g. wind blowing the
residue from right to left in FIG. 1C), deflector 126 may
be angled at a large angle (e.g. 900) while deflector 128
may be angled at a small angle (e.g. 450). However, if
the combine turns and travels on a southbound heading
with the same wind coming out of the east (e.g. wind
blowing the residue from left to right in FIG. 1C), deflector
angles may be swapped to deal with the opposite wind
effect, such that deflector 126 is angled at a small angle
(e.g. 450) while deflector 128 may be angled at a large
angle (e.g. 900). Speeds of wheels 120 and 122 may
also increase and decrease to compensate for theoretical
wind effects (e.g. increased wheel speed in response to

increased wind).
[0022] It is known, however, that actual wind effects
vary from the weather forecast throughout the day. For
example, wind effects (speed and direction) at the loca-
tion of the combine at any given moment will likely be
somewhat different than the wind effects forecast by a
weather program. This is in part due to the fact that wind
effects are not constant throughout the day and vary
based on location, terrain and other factors. Thus, a com-
bine that has a set residue wheel 120, 122 speeds and
deflector 126, 128 angles based on the weather forecast,
may not produce a desirable output due to variations in
wind effects. It is therefore beneficial for the combine to
determine wind effects through feedback, and then use
these wind effects to perform adjustments on the residue
wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles.
[0023] Determining wind effects on the residue spread
can be performed while in the combine via a user inter-
face. FIG. 3 shows an example of a system, generally
designated as 300, for controlling the combine. The sys-
tem 300 comprises a control system 310 of combine 10,
a remote PC 306 at location 308, and a remote server
302. The control system 310 of the combine 10 commu-
nicates with the remote PC 306 and the remote server
302 over a network 304 (e.g., the Internet). It should be
noted that combine 10 does not have to be connected to
other devices through the network 304. The controller
310 of combine 10 can alternatively be a standalone sys-
tem that receives operating instructions (e.g. spreader
wheel speeds and deflector angles) through a user inter-
face, or through a removable memory device (e.g. Flash
Drive).
[0024] Prior to operating combine 10, an operator des-
ignates spreader wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector
126, 128 angles based on the crop type and based on
predicted wind effects (e.g. weather forecast). In one ex-
ample, the operator uses an interface 311 of the combine
control system 310 or the remote PC 306 located at re-
mote location 308 to designate the spreader wheel 120,
122 speeds and deflector angles. Interface 311 and PC
306 allow the operator to view locally stored parameters
from a memory device 315 of the control system 310
and/or download parameters, via a transceiver 317 (e.g.
WiFi, Bluetooth, Cellular, etc.) of the control system 310,
from server 302 through network 304. The operator may
set (via the interface 311 or PC 306) appropriate param-
eters (e.g. crop type, wind speed, wind direction, initial
spreader wheel 120, 122 speeds, initial deflector 126,
128 angles, etc.). Once the parameters are selected, the
operator can begin harvesting. The control system 310,
specifically a controller 312 thereof, then controls actu-
ators 314 (e.g. spreader wheels and deflectors) based
on these initial parameters and monitors sensors 316
(e.g. spreader angle sensor, wheel speed sensor, cam-
era, ultrasonic sensor, infrared sensor, etc.) to achieve
a desirable residue spread. A GPS receiver 313 of the
control system 310 and/or dead reckoning sensors (not
shown) may also be used to track the path of the combine
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and its heading. This information (e.g. heading) may be
used to automatically adjust the spreader wheel 120, 122
speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles to account for wind
effects.
[0025] An example of interface 311 is shown in FIG. 4
where various parameters and data are displayed to the
operator through a graphical user interface (GUI) 400.
These may include a view of the map 402 with designated
zones (e.g. spreading zones), land grade (not shown),
current operational mode (spreading/windrow modes),
and operational parameters/states for the spreader
wheels, chopper, counter knives, windrow door, spread-
er wheels, spreader deflectors, etc. These parameters
(e.g. spreader wheel speeds and deflector angles) may
be set or changed by the operator prior to harvesting or
during harvesting. For example, the operator can use a
stylus or their finger on the touchscreen to set spreader
wheel speeds, deflector angles, wind effects, etc.
[0026] FIGS. 5A and 5B show flowcharts for controlling
the spreader wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector angles
based on observable wind effects. FIG. 5A shows a flow-
chart of a method 500 of determining wind effects from
operator feedback. FIG. 5B shows a flowchart of a meth-
od 550 for determining wind effects from sensor feed-
back.
[0027] In step 501 of FIG. 5A, the controller determines
heading of the combine by using GPS data through the
GPS receiver 313, or by receiving operator input through
the interface 311. The controller 312 also determines in-
itial wind effects by receiving a weather forecast through
the transceiver 317, or by receiving operator input
through the interface (e.g. the operator can enter wind
speed and direction). In step 502, the controller 312 de-
termines and executes appropriate spreader wheel 120,
122 speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles to produce a
desirable residue spread based on the wind effects,
heading and other information such as crop type. In step
503, the operator then observes (e.g. through a mirror or
through a video feed from a camera located at the rear
of the combine) the residue spread on the ground. If the
residue spread is deemed by the operator in step 504 to
be desirable, no adjustments to the wheel 120, 122
speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles are made. How-
ever, if the residue spread is deemed by the operator in
step 504 to be undesirable, adjustments to the wheel
120, 122 speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles are made
in step 505. For example, the wheel 120, 122 speeds
may be increased or decreased, and the deflector 126,
128 angles may be increased or decreased until the ob-
servable residue spread is desirable (e.g. uniformly
spread on the ground). Once these adjustments are
made, the controller 312, in step 506, computes an ad-
justment to the wind speed and the wind direction, and
then uses these adjusted values for controlling the wheel
120, 122 speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles for further
harvesting.
[0028] Initially determining and then adjusting the wind
speed and the wind direction may be performed in a

number of different manners. For example, the initial wind
speed and the wind direction may simply be determined
based on a weather forecast (e.g. wind blowing
East@10mph). The controller may use this information
along with heading and crop type to retrieve correspond-
ing spreader wheel speeds (e.g. 500rpm, 500rpm) and
deflector angles (450, 450) from a pre-stored table that
is populated based on experiments, operator experience,
algorithms, or the like. When the operator adjusts the
wheel speeds and/or the deflector angles during harvest-
ing, the controller determines that the initial wind effects
are incorrect, and adjusts these values. For example,
when the combine is traveling North and the operator
changes the deflector angles to (650, 250), the controller
may look to the table and determine a wind speed and
direction (e.g. wind is blowing harder from the
East@20mph) that corresponds to deflector angles of
(650, 250). This updated wind speed and direction are
then used to retrieve appropriate spreader wheel 120,
122 speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles to achieve
desirable residue spread. Thus, as harvesting continues,
the controller looks up spreader wheel 120, 122 speeds
and deflector 126, 128 angles that are associated with
the determined and/or adjusted wind speed, wind direc-
tion, combine heading and crop type.
[0029] The method 500 described in FIG. 5A requires
operator feedback to determine the adjusted wind ef-
fects. In contrast, the method 550 described in FIG. 5B
does not require operator feedback and is fully autono-
mous. For example, in step 551 of FIG. 5B, the controller
312 determines heading of the combine 10 by using GPS
data through the GPS receiver 313, or by receiving op-
erator input through the interface 311. The controller 312
also determines initial wind effects by receiving a weather
forecast through the transceiver 317, or by receiving op-
erator input through the interface 311. In step 552, the
controller 312 determines and executes appropriate
spreader wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector 126, 128
angles to produce a desirable residue spread based on
the wind effects, heading and other information such as
crop type. In step 553, however, a sensor 316 (e.g., cam-
era) is mounted to the rear of the combine and captures
images of the residue spread on the ground. The con-
troller 312 then analyzes the images using known image
processing techniques to determine the desirability of the
spread. If the residue spread is deemed by the controller
312 in step 554 to be desirable, no adjustments to the
wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles
are made. However, if the residue spread is deemed by
the controller 312 in step 554 to be undesirable, adjust-
ments to the wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector 126,
128 angles are made by the controller in step 555. For
example, the wheel 120, 122 speeds may be increased
or decreased, and the deflector 126, 128 angles may be
increased or decreased until the observable residue
spread is desirable (e.g. uniformly spread on the ground).
Once these adjustments are made, the controller, in step
556, computes an adjustment to the wind speed and the
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wind direction, and then uses these adjusted values for
controlling the wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector 126,
128 angles for further harvesting.
[0030] Initially determining and then adjusting the wind
speed and the wind direction may be performed in a
number of different manners. For example, the initial wind
speed and the wind direction may simply be determined
based on a weather forecast (e.g., wind blowing
East@10mph). The controller may use this information
along with heading and crop type to retrieve correspond-
ing spreader wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector 126,
128 angles from a pre-stored table that is populated
based on experiments, operator experience, algorithms,
or the like. When the controller adjusts the wheel speeds
and/or the deflector angles during harvesting, in re-
sponse to the image processing, the controller makes a
determination that the initial wind effects are incorrect,
and adjusts these values accordingly. This updated wind
speed and direction are then used to retrieve appropriate
spreader wheel 120, 122 speeds and deflector 126, 128
angles to achieve desirable residue spread. Thus, as har-
vesting continues, the controller looks up spreader wheel
120, 122 speeds and deflector 126, 128 angles that are
associated with the determined wind speed, wind direc-
tion, heading and crop type.
[0031] Steps 501-506 and 551-556 shown in FIGS. 5A
and 5B respectively are performed by controller 312 upon
loading and executing software code or instructions
which are tangibly stored on a tangible computer reada-
ble medium 315, such as on a magnetic medium, e.g., a
computer hard drive, an optical medium, e.g., an optical
disc, solid-state memory, e.g., flash memory, or other
storage media known in the art. Thus, any of the func-
tionality performed by the controller 312 described here-
in, such as the steps shown in FIGS. 5A and 5B, are
implemented in software code or instructions which are
tangibly stored on a tangible computer readable medium.
Upon loading and executing such software code or in-
structions by the controller 312, the controller 312 may
perform any of the functionality of the controller 312 de-
scribed herein, including the steps shown in FIGS. 5A
and 5B described herein.
[0032] The term "software code" or "code" used herein
refers to any instructions or set of instructions that influ-
ence the operation of a computer or controller 312. They
may exist in a computer-executable form, such as ma-
chine code, which is the set of instructions and data di-
rectly executed by a computer’s central processing unit
or by a controller, a human-understandable form, such
as source code, which may be compiled in order to be
executed by a computer’s central processing unit or by
a controller, or an intermediate form, such as object code,
which is produced by a compiler. As used herein, the
term "software code" or "code" also includes any human-
understandable computer instructions or set of instruc-
tions, e.g., a script, that may be executed on the fly with
the aid of an interpreter executed by a computer’s central
processing unit or by a controller.

[0033] Although the invention is illustrated and de-
scribed herein with reference to specific embodiments,
the invention is not intended to be limited to the details
shown. Rather various modifications may be made in the
details within the scope and range of equivalence of the
claims and without departing from the invention.

Claims

1. A combine (10) comprising:

a feeder housing (20) for receiving harvested
crop;
a separating system (24) for threshing the har-
vested crop to produce grain and residue;
a residue spreader wheel (120) spinning at a
speed for expelling the residue from the combine
(10);
a residue deflector (126) positioned at an angle
for deflecting the expelled residue in a predeter-
mined direction; and
a controller (310),
characterized in that,
the controller (310) is configured to:

1) determine a heading of the combine (10),
2) determine wind effects on the expelled
residue based on an observation of the ex-
pelled residue at the determined heading,
and
3) adjust at least one of the speed of the
residue spreader wheel (120) or the angle
of the residue deflector (126) based on the
wind effects to achieve a desired residue
spread at the determined heading.

2. The combine (10) according to claim 1, character-
ized in that, the combine (10) further comprises:

another residue spreader wheel (120) spinning
at another speed for expelling the residue from
the combine (10); and
another residue deflector (126) positioned at an-
other angle for deflecting the expelled residue
in a another direction,
wherein the controller (310) is further configured
to adjust at least one of the speed of the other
residue spreader wheel (120) or the angle of the
other residue deflector (126) based on the wind
effects to achieve a desired residue spread at
the determined heading.

3. The combine (10) according to any of claims 1-2,
characterized in that:
the controller (310) is further configured to determine
wind effects based on a speed and a direction of the
wind.
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4. The combine (10) according to any of claims 1-3,
characterized in that:
the controller (310) is further configured to associate
at least one of the adjusted speed of the residue
spreader wheel (120) or the adjusted angle of the
residue deflector (126) with the determined heading.

5. The combine (10) according to any of claims 1-4,
characterized in that:
the controller (310) is further configured to:

store the determined heading, the adjusted
speed of the residue spreader wheel (120), and
the adjusted angle of the residue deflector (126)
to a table, and
retrieve the adjusted speed of the residue
spreader wheel (120) and the adjusted angle of
the residue deflector (126) when the combine
(10) is traveling on the determined heading.

6. The combine (10) according to any of claims 1-5,
characterized in that:
the controller (310) is further configured to:

receive the observation as input from the oper-
ator of the combine (10), the observation indi-
cating a correction factor, and
determine the wind effects based on the correc-
tion factor.

7. The combine (10) according to any of claims 1-6,
characterized in that:
the controller (310) is further configured to:

receive the observation as a captured image of
the expelled residue, and
determine the wind effects by analyzing the im-
age.

8. The combine (10) according to any of claims 1-7,
characterized in that:
the controller (310) is further configured to periodi-
cally perform steps 1-3 to ensure desired residue
spread.

9. The combine (10) according to any of claims 1-8,
characterized in that:
the controller (310) is further configured to:

detect a new heading of the combine (10), and
adjust the speed of the residue spreader wheel
(120) or the angle of the residue deflector (126)
based on the wind effects of the new heading.

10. The combine (10) according to any of claims 1-9,
characterized in that:
the controller (310) is further configured to compute
the heading of the combine (10) by using at least

one of a global positioning system (300) (GPS) re-
ceiver or dead reckoning sensors.

11. A method (500) for controlling a combine (10) includ-
ing a feeder housing (20) for receiving harvested
crop, separating system (24) for threshing the har-
vested crop to produce grain and residue, a residue
spreader wheel (120) spinning at a speed for expel-
ling the residue from the combine (10), a residue
deflector (126) positioned at an angle for deflecting
the expelled residue in a direction, and a controller
(310), characterized in that the method (500) com-
prises:

1) determining, by the controller (310), a heading
of the combine (10);
2) determining, by the controller (310), wind ef-
fects on the expelled residue based on an ob-
servation of the expelled residue at the deter-
mined heading; and
3) adjusting, by the controller (310), at least one
of the speed of the residue spreader wheel (120)
or the angle of the residue deflector (126) based
on the wind effects to achieve a desired residue
spread at the determined heading.

12. The method (500) according to claim 11, character-
ized in that, the method further comprises:
adjusting, by the controller (310), at least one of a
speed of another residue spreader wheel (120) or
an angle of another residue deflector (126) based
on the wind effects to achieve a desired residue
spread at the determined heading.

13. The method (500) according to any of claims 11-12,
characterized in that, the method further compris-
es:
determining, by the controller (310), wind effects
based on a speed and a direction of the wind.

14. The method (500) according to any of claims 11-13,
characterized in that, the method further compris-
es:
associating, by the controller (310), at least one of
the adjusted speed of the residue spreader wheel
(120) or the adjusted angle of the residue deflector
(126) with the determined heading.

15. The method (500) according to any of claims 11-14,
characterized in that, the method further compris-
es:

storing, by the controller (310), the determined
heading, the adjusted speed of the residue
spreader wheel (120), and the adjusted angle
of the residue deflector (126) to a table; and
retrieving, by the controller (310), the adjusted
speed of the residue spreader wheel (120) and
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the adjusted angle of the residue deflector (126)
when the combine (10) is traveling on the deter-
mined heading.

16. The method (500) according to any of claims 11-15,
characterized in that, the method further compris-
es:

receiving, by the controller (310), the observa-
tion as input from the operator of the combine
(10), the observation indicating a correction fac-
tor; and
determining, by the controller (310), the wind ef-
fects based on the correction factor.

17. The method (500) according to any of claims 11-16,
characterized in that, the method further compris-
es:

receiving, by the controller (310), the observa-
tion as a captured image of the expelled residue;
and
determining, by the controller (310), the wind ef-
fects by analyzing the image.

18. The method (500) according to any of claims 11-17,
characterized in that, the method further compris-
es:
periodically performing, by the controller (310), steps
1-3 to ensure desired residue spread.

19. The method (500) according to any of claims 11-18,
characterized in that, the method further compris-
es:

detecting, by the controller (310), a new heading
of the combine (10); and
adjusting, by the controller (310), the speed of
the residue spreader wheel (120) or the angle
of the residue deflector (126) based on the wind
effects on the new heading.

20. The method (500) according to any of claims 11-19,
characterized in that, the method further compris-
es:
computing, by the controller (310), the heading of
the combine (10) by using at least one of a global
positioning system (300) (GPS) receiver or dead
reckoning sensors.
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